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Abstract
Objective: Organizations always use data to help their knowledge discovery by using data mining techniques nowadays. Discretization algorithms are the main techniques to discover knowledge in the data cleansing stage. This study
is to develop an enhanced discretization algorithm to investigate the impact of data cleansing on knowledge discovery. Methodology: The ELFD algorithm is based on the Low Frequency Discretizer (LFD) which includes four
phases: copying dataset, calculating correlation ratio, identifying cut points and discretizing datasets. Using a part of
the categorical attributes is to increase the correlation ratio between a numerical attribute and each categorical attribute. We evaluate the new discretization algorithm by using health datasets compared with LFD. The classification
accuracy of the discretized dataset is the major criteria for evaluating the ELFD. Finding: The classification accuracy of the ELFD is greater than the classification accuracy of the LFD. Accuracy is enhanced by approximately 9% with
the use of the ELFD. Considering manual recording errors, the time processing of the ELFD is similar to the LFD algorithm. Conclusion: The ELFD adds an additional step by choosing the top 75% categorical attributes for which the
correlation ratio values are largest and then calculates the correlation ratio between the numerical attribute and these
categorical attributes. Using a part of the categorical attributes increases correlation ratio values so that the ELFD improves knowledge discovery from personal information contained in health records during the stage of data cleansing.

Keywords: Corrupt Data Detection, Data Discretization, Data Cleansing, Data Mining, Data Pre-processing, Missing Value
Imputation

1. Introduction
Data are constantly generated and organizations use these
data to help their knowledge discovery by using data
mining techniques. Discretization, as a data cleansing
technique, is to convert numerical values into categorical values1,2. Discretization, imputations and corrupt data
detection algorithms are prime research areas for data
cleansing and knowledge discovery through accurate
data. These discretization and Imputation algorithms
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are the subject of this research with the domain being
health data, which consist of patient information and case
notes. However, corrupt data detection algorithms are
not researched. High dimensional datasets are also not
included in the domain of the health datasets.
Correlation is an important variable that impacts
the accuracy of discretized or imputed datasets1.
Discretization algorithms are useful for knowledge discovery by improving data accuracy1,3 and the imputation
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algorithms have the ability to impute missing values into
the dataset to increase knowledge discovery.
The purpose of this study is to improve a modified version of the LFD Algorithm. The ELFD contributes a new
process of calculating correlation ratio values by using
part of the categorical attributes. This process can increase
the correlation ratio values between each numerical value
and each categorical attribute, thereby enhancing the
accuracy of the discretized datasets. The enhanced data
quality is directly able to improve knowledge discovery in
terms of health data in the data cleansing stage.
This literature review focuses on algorithms of discretization and Imputation which improve data accuracy
so that the discretized or imputed datasets can discover
knowledge at higher rates of higher accuracy. In this section, the literature review is presented, and each algorithm
is described. Also, the first best solution is described with
its features, diagram, limitations and its place within the
research.

2. Discretization
There is a significant body of research dealing with discretization algorithms. In1,4 developed a discretization
algorithm (LFD) by using low frequency values as cut
points to discretize datasets. The discretized datasets provide higher data accuracy than that of data using other
pre-processing algorithms. However, the performance
of the LFD for higher-dimensional datasets is not as
good as that for low dimensional datasets. Furthermore,
performance of the LFD decreases if the dataset has no
categorical attributes. It provides the current best solution
for knowledge discovery1,5. Hence it is worth to improve
the LFD algorithm.
Also, SMDNS4 uses the rough set theory to determine the cut points and then uses a sort method based
on counting to obtain the partitions of the universe. Some
useless cut points are reduced so that the data quality is
improved and the processing time is reduced4,6. However,
SMDNS causes significant information loss and needs the
user’s pre-defined parameters. Hence, SMDNS is not useful to this project.
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Furthermore, ZDISC7 uses the standard deviation,
Z-score, k-equal width number of cut points and C4.5 to
improve data quality, and determines the bins automatically so that execution time is reduced as well. Higher
accuracy of data is generated by the ZDISC compared to
other algorithms2,7. However, the ZDISC needs to assume
that the widths of bins are the same. Hence, it seems that
this discretization algorithm is not suitable for this project.

2.1 
Imputation
A different kind of algorithm is the imputation algorithm, of which FEMI8, is an example. It uses correlation
and similarity to impute missing values. The imputation
accuracy of the FEMI is greater than that of other imputation algorithms8,9. However, the number of clusters is
determined by user input, and FEMI is not suitable for
time series data. FEMI provides high performance when
improving data quality in the data cleansing stage. Hence,
the correlation approach is useful for this project.
Similarly, FIMUS10 uses co-appearances, correlations,
and similarity, to impute missing values. FIMUS improves
the imputation accuracy of datasets and its performance is
better than that of some of the other existing algorithms10.
However, FIMUS is also not suitable for time series data.
And the categorization method in FIMUS causes much
information loss which can decrease data quality substantially. Hence, FIMUS is not worth improving.
Furthermore10 developed DMI and SiMI by using
only a group of records to improve data accuracy. The
main component of DMI and SiMI are decision trees or
decision forests and an EMI algorithm. DMI and SiMI
provide high data accuracy using high correlation values.
In addition, the performance of the DMI and SiMI are
better than that of the EMI and IBLLS9–11. However, if all
records contain the same value in one numerical attribute or all numerical values are missing, DMI and SiMI
will not work. Furthermore, the imputation accuracy of
DMI and SiMI is lower than that of some of the other
algorithms, so DMI and SiMI are not useful for this project. Nevertheless, the idea of using a group of records to
increase correlation values is a vital point to enhance the
data accuracy.
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In10 designed a classification model, and a decision
tree model, to improve calculating classification accuracy
and predict the accuracy of the tree to solve the issues
with the effectiveness of the DMI. The performance of
the DMI is better than the performance of the SRD and
the EMI10. The main limitation is the number of imputation algorithms and natural datasets. Only two natural
datasets and two imputation algorithms are compared, so
the effectiveness of DMI is not categorically proven. This
evaluation model is useful because it demonstrates the
process of evaluation of effectiveness in terms of classification accuracy which is the main factor in this project.
Another imputation algorithm12 was developed to
impute ICU datasets by using aligned sample values and
classifications of missing data. It identifies which values
are imputed and which values are deleted, which increases
the overall data quality12,13. However, the argument of notrecoverable true missing data is not always justifiable as
the deletion process causes significant bias. Hence, this
algorithm is not useful for this project.
COIM14 uses a combination of collaborative imputation strategies based on Bayesian Principal Component
Analysis (BPCA) and Local Least Squares (LLS) to impute
missing values in a large missing data set with missing
rates. COIM improves the imputation accuracy by using

both global information and local structure14,15. However,
COIM needs to assume the rank of the model is known
and the noise measurement is Gaussian. Hence, it seems
that COIM is not suitable for this project.

2.2 
Noisy Record Detection
Several algorithms focus on noise detection. CAIRAD16
uses a co-appearances matrix generator to detect noisy
records. CAIRAD provides higher precision and recall
which in turn enhances data accuracy. However, if the
original datasets have a high amount of noise values, the
values of natural co-appearances are not accurate. Hence,
it seems that this algorithm is not worth improving.
Also, RBRP17 uses Produce Bins and a k-nearest
neighbors algorithm to detect outliers. RBRP detects the
data outliers in less processing time compared with other
existing algorithms, especially in high dimensional datasets17. However, if the datasets have a significant number
of missing values, RBRP is not suitable for processing the
dataset. Hence, RBRP is not useful for this project.

2.3 
State of Art
As shown in Figure 1, the LFD1 uses a correlation ratio
to rank the numerical attributes and then determines the

Start
Compute correlation and rank numerical values
Collect data
Calculate the weight vote of candidate cut points
Copy dataset
Discretized datasets

Identify the final cut points

Figure 1. The LFD process.
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low frequency values as cut points by correlation ratio,
followed by using the cut points to discretize datasets and
then return the discretized datasets.
LFD uses low frequency values as cut points because
it has reduced the number of cut points and information
loss in each number of the interval. When the numerical
value converts into the categorical interval, each interval reduces the number of values of the cut point that is
smallest. Hence, using the low frequency values as the cut
point avoids data loss. This is unlike the other algorithms
which assume each interval has the same width and,
therefore, does not justify this argument. LFD reduces the
processing time compared to other discretization algorithms because the latter need to predefine parameters to
determine the cut points.
The limitation of the LFD lies in the process of calculating the correlation ratio. LFD relies heavily on the
value of the correlation ratio to determine the cut points.
The correlation ratio refers to the linear relationship with
each attribute. The LFD computes the correlation ratio
between each numerical attitude and each categorical
attribute. This causes that some small absolute values of
the correlation ratio are calculated into the average correlation ratio, which means into the loop of computing the
correlation ratio, some absolute correlation ratio values
which are close to 0 are used in the ranking of numerical
attributes. Once this element of the categorical attributes
ignored in the process of computing the correlation ratio,
the value of the correlation ratio can be improved and the
process of ranking numerical attributes becomes more
accurate. Therefore, the performance of the Enhanced
Low Frequency Discretizer (ELFD) is enhanced.

3. Proposed Enhanced Low
Frequancy Discretizer (ELFD)
The proposed solution in this project is the Enhanced
Low Frequency Discretizer (ELFD) which is to discretize
the numerical attributes into categorical attributes in a
dataset. The first part explains the ELFD. The justification
of the process of the ELFD is discussed in the second part.
The third part demonstrates the main steps of the ELFD.
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The fourth part in this section highlights the strengths
and weaknesses of the ELFD.

3.1 
Explaniation of ELFD
The improved process of the ELFD is demonstrated in
Figure 2 as follows. The green dotted line illustrates the
updated step. A vector of the correlation ratio, η is set,
then, like in Step 2 of LFD, we calculate the correlation
ratio between Aj and Ak and put into the . The top 75%
categorical attributes with the highest correlation ratio
value are chosen, and then these top 75% categorical
attributes are used to calculate the enhanced correlation
ratio between each numerical attribute and the categorical attributes. After calculating the enhanced correlation
ratio, we calculate the total correlation ratio for each
numerical attribute by using the formula: where is the
total correlation ratio and the initial value is 0, and is each
correlation ratio value in the vector of correlation ratio, η.
Finally, in Step 2, the average correlation ratio values are
calculated, which are used to rank each numerical attribute.

3.2 
Justification of Improved Process in the
ELFD
The idea of improving the LFD is based on an idea
from the DMI 10 The researchers suggest improvements
through an increase in the correlation to enhance the
discretized data quality by calculating a part of the dataset instead of establishing correlations among the whole
dataset. As mentioned in Section 2.2.4, the LFD computes
the correlation ratio between each numerical attitude and
each categorical attribute in the whole dataset; however,
some categorical attributes have little relationship with
the numerical attributes which means the correlation
ratio between these kinds of categorical and numerical attributes are close to 0. Once these correlation ratio
values are calculated by the process of the LFD, ranking
numerical attributes can yield more bias. The correlation
ratio between the numerical values and the categorical
attributes is directly related to data accuracy. The higher
correlation ratio values are computed by a partition of the
categorical attributes, and then the data accuracy can be
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Compute correlation and rank numerical values

Start

Choose top 75% categorical attribute

Compute correlation and rank numerical values
Collect data

Calculate the weight vote of candidate cut points
Copy dataset

Discretized datasets

Identify the final cut points

Figure 2. The process of ELFD.

improved. Therefore, the process which is improved is the
2nd step in LFD.

3.3 
Main Steps
There are 4 main steps of the ELFD algorithm.
Step 1: Copy the dataset.
Step 2:Calculate the correlation ratio between each
numerical attribute and each categorical attribute and rank the numerical attributes based
on the correlation ratios.
Step 3:Calculate the weight, uncertainty, and vote for
determining the cut point of each numerical
attribute.
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Step 4: Return a new discretized dataset.
The details of the above steps as the following:
Step 1:Copy the dataset.
We copy a dataset at initial, and this can protect the
reality and accuracy of the original data. The original
dataset DF has N records with x attributes, and the copied
dataset is DF'.
Step 2:Calculate the correlation ratio between each
numerical attribute and each categorical attribute and rank the numerical attributes based
on the correlation ratios.
In Step 2 of the ELFD, the copied data DF' is used to
calculate the correlation ratio between the numerical
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attribute and each categorical attribute for each numerical
attribute18. The formula of correlation ratio η is

			(3)

(1)
where,

,

is the number of records that

the category and each the interval of distinct value in
numerical attribute co-appears,
is the maximum
where, σy ̅ is the standard deviation of y .̅ σy is the standard deviation of y. x is the observation of the category, nx
is number of observation in x, yxi is the ith observation in
x, y ̅x is the mean of the category x, and y ̅ is the mean of
the entire dataset.
Then, we choose the top 75% categorical attributes
with the largest , and then use these categorical attributes
to again calculate the correlation ratio. After calculating
the enhanced correlation ratio, we calculate the total correlation ratio for each numerical attribute and the average
correlation ratio of numerical attributes. Finally, we use
the average correlation ratio to rank the numerical attributes.
Step 3:Calculate the weight, uncertainty, and vote for
determining the cut point of each numerical
attribute.
In step 3, we calculate the frequency of each distinct
value and the average frequency in each ranked numerical attribute. A candidate cut-point vector, p is built
and the values in the set of candidate cut points are the
distinct values with frequency less than the average frequency, except the minimum and maximum value of
each distinct value. Another set called final cut point set,
F is built which includes the minimum and maximum
value of each distinct value. For each distinct value in
each numerical attribute, the weight, and uncertainty,
between each numerical attribute and each categorical
attribute are calculated by following formula1,2 .

value of

,

is the total appearance of the interval of

distinct value in the numerical attribute.
Subsequently, he weight and uncertainty of a candidate cut point, the weighted vote, of the candidate cut
point is calculated by the formula as follows1, 2 .

				(4)

Then, we use the set of weighted votes to find the maximum vote, vmax and use the vamx to determine whether
the candidate cut points are the final cut points in F. Once
the final cut points are determined in the set F, we use
these values in F to discretize the copied dataset D’F.
Step 4: Return a new discretized dataset.
In Step 4, the discretized dataset of DF' is returned,
and the numerical attributes in the original dataset are
converted into categorical attributes.

Algorithm: ELFD
Input: dataset with x attributes
Output: a new discretized dataset with all the numerical
attributes converting to categorical attributes.
step1:
dataset1= copy dataset
end

				(2)

step 2:
loop:
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for each numerical attribute, A
s et total correlation ratio of a numerical
attribute, B=0
count=0
for each categorical attribute, C
		calculate correlation ratio between A
and C
		sort the categorical attribute

distinct value, J in f if the frequencies value in f
<favg
S et a final cut point vector, F=the distinct values
J of num1 and numN
Set a global vote, V=0
Set L=True (boolean variable)
while loop L=True:
		vote, v=empty set

		set a newser, NewSet

s et a vector of temporary interval I={[the
distinct values J of num1, the distinct
values J of num1 and numN]}

		if the categorical attribute is in top 75%:
		NewSet = NewSet union categorical
attribute, C
			end
		end
		for each categorical attribute in NewSet
		calculate correlation ratio between A
and C
		count=count+1
end
B=B+ each correlation ratio
average correlation ratio value=B/count
end
r ank numerical attributes, A based on each
average correlation ratio value

		for each distinct value, J in p, but not in
F
		

put J into I

		for each categorical attribute, C
		Calculate weight, w
		Calculate uncertainty, u
			end
		Calculate vote, v’= Sum(w*u)/sum(u)
		

vote set, v=v union v’

			end
		

find the maximum vote, vmax

		if vmax>= V then
		Jmax=the relevant distinct value, J (use
index)

end
Step 3:

		V=vmax

loop:
for each ranked numerical attributes, A:
build a frequency vector, f for each distinct value,
calculate average frequency vector favg
set a set of cut-points, p
set a Candidate Cut Points vector, p= a set of
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F=F union Jmax

		p=p-Jmax (p and F are vector, vector p
removes Jmax)
			else
				L=False
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			end
		while loop end
 ew dataset, Output=discretize each numerical
n
attribute A using vector F
Output= Output union C
end
Step 4
return the new dataset, Output
end

3.4 
Strengths of The FLFD
The ELFD algorithm applies the correlation ratio twice
to increase data accuracy. When the first correlation ratio
between the numerical attributes and each categorical
attribute had been established, the top 75% categorical
attributes with the largest , were chosen. Then these categorical attributes were used to calculate the correlation
ratio again. The correlation ratio between the numerical
attributes and categorical attributes is proportional to the
data accuracy and the correlation ratio among a part of
the dataset is greater than that among the whole dataset.
Once the top 75% categorical attributes with largest are
chosen, the correlation ratio values are enhanced, and
then the data accuracy is increased.

4. Implementation of ELFD Model
Implementation of the model consists of deployment of
the LFD algorithm and the ELFD algorithms by using the
C# language on the Microsoft Visual Studio Community
2017 platform. The 10 sample datasets (Table 1) are
applied to test the algorithms, and all datasets come from
different online dataset resources. The major impact factor in this project is the data accuracy, which is calculated
by XLMiner software.

4.1 Data Set Information
We use the 4 real datasets from the UC Irvine Machine
Learning Repository19. Samples 1, 2, and 3 are artificial
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datasets from heart disease dataset; samples 4, 5 and 6 are
artificial datasets from hepatitis datasets, samples 7 and 8
come from post-operative datasets, and samples 9 and 10
come from a diabetes dataset. We test the performance of
the ELFD based on the number of records, the number
of numerical attributes, the number of categorical attributes, whether the dataset has missing values or not, and
the number of pure records in Table 1.

4.2 
How the FLED Model is Implemented
The performance of the ELFD is based on classification
accuracy. In the initial stage, for each real dataset, we
artificially change the features of the dataset, so that the
features of samples which influence the performance of
these algorithms are evaluated. Then, we use the program
of the LFD and ELFD to discretize the samples with different features and then record the processing time. After
that, we use the Naïve Bayes to calculate the discretized
data accuracy of the LFD and ELFD.
Different features of samples are designed to evaluate which data feature influences the performance of the
ELFD. Sample 1 and sample 2 demonstrate the influence
of the performance of the LFD and ELFD on the number
of numerical attributes. Sample 2 and sample 3 demonstrate the influence of the performance of the LFD and
ELFD on the number of records. Sample 4 and sample 5
evaluate the influence of the performance of the two algorithms from the aspect of categorical attributes. Sample 7
and sample 8 evaluate the influence of the performance
of the two algorithms depending on whether a dataset
has missing values or not. Sample 9 and sample 10 are
designed to evaluate the performance of the two algorithms when there is only one categorical attribute in the
dataset.
The XlMiner can directly calculate the error of the
dataset, and then the discretized data accuracy is calculated by the following formula:
			(5)
The following section (Section 5) demonstrates the
result from the LFD algorithm and the ELFD.
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Table 1.

Dataset features
Features of samples (different feature of samples)

Sample

Records

Numerical
attribute

Categorical
attribute

Missing

Pure records

1

720

4

6

Yes

307

2

720

6

6

Yes

307

3

500

6

6

Yes

482

4

155

6

10

Yes

150

5

155

6

13

Yes

150

6

134

6

13

No

134

7

90

1

7

Yes

87

8

87

1

7

No

87

9

768

8

1

No

1597

10

768

6

1

Yes

455

5. Experimental Results
Table 2 is the results table which demonstrates the performance of the LFD algorithm and the ELFD algorithm
for 10 sample datasets. The classification accuracy is calculated for each discretized dataset which is generated by
the LFD algorithm and the ELFD. Each row in Table 2
represents the performance of the LFD algorithm and the
ELFD algorithm for each sample.
The classification accuracy of the ELFD for sample
1 is 0.779 which means the discretized dataset which is
yielded from the ELFD algorithm achieves 77.9 per cent
accuracy from XIMiner software. From Figure 3, the
average classification accuracy of the ELFD is around 9%
greater than that of the LFD, so that we argue that the
performance of the ELFD is better than that of the LFD
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because of the additional process of correlation ratio calculation in step 2. Figure 3 represents the classification
accuracy difference between the ELFD and the LFD, and
it also demonstrates that the performance of the ELFD
is better than that of the LFD from the aspect of classification accuracy. The correlation ratio is an important
variable to increase the data quality. A better quality discretized dataset impacts the classification accuracy of
health records and therefore the accuracy of knowledge
discovery. Figure 4 depicts a bar chart of the accuracy of
the LFD and the ELFD for each sample. The red bar represents the classification accuracy of the ELFD and the
blue bar represents the classification accuracy of the LFD.
Compared with the classification accuracy of the two
algorithms in Figure 5, all the classification accuracies of
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Table 2.

Result table
LFD

ELFD

Sample

Accuracy

Processing time

Accuracy

Processing time

1

0.660

9.18

0.779

8.76

2

0.614

27.7

0.725

27.63

3

0.620

22.63

0.732

22.4

4

0.794

25.55

0.884

24.92

5

0.787

34.97

0.869

33.71

6

0.835

33.76

0.902

32.95

7

0.722

1.15

0.814

1.22

8

0.736

0.87

0.827

0.83

9

0.755

42.75

0.853

40.30

10

0.747

37.13

0.838

37.3

the ELFD are greater than the classification accuracies of
the LFD.

From the result of sample 1 and sample 2, the number
of numerical attributes does influence the performance
of the ELFD. When the number of numerical attributes

Figure 3. Accuracy difference between ELFD and LFD.
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Figure 4. Processing time difference between ELFD and LFD.

Figure 5. Accuracy of LFD and ELFD.

increases, the classification accuracy decreases and
the ELFD needs more time to process. Compared with
sample 2 and sample 3, the number of records influences
the quality of the discretized dataset by using the ELFD
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negatively. Since the accuracy of sample 4 is greater than
the accuracy of sample 5, it demonstrates that the number of categorical attributes is inversely proportional to
the discretized data accuracy, and the increased number
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Figure 6. Processing time of the LFD and the ELFD.

of categorical attributes decreases the correlation ratio
between each numerical attribute and each categorical
attribute and the vote between each numerical attribute
and each categorical attribute. Compared with the features and accuracy of sample 7 and sample 8, we argue
that the discretized data accuracy of the dataset having no
missing value is minimally greater than that of the dataset
having missing values when using the ELFD to discretize
the dataset. From the features and accuracy of sample 9
and sample 10, we argue that the ELFD achieves satisfactory outcomes when the dataset has only one categorical
attribute.
The second major impact factor is processing time. As
the result of the processing time established in Figure 4,
each dot value of the time-consuming difference of the
LFD and the ELFD are close to zero. Figure 6 shows a bar
chart of the processing time of the LFD and the ELFD for
each sample. The red bar represents the processing time of
the ELFD and the blue bar represents the processing time
of the LFD. Each pair of bars represents that the processing time of these two algorithms is similar. Considering
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the manual recording error, we argue that the processing
time of the LFD is similar to the ELFD.

6. Conclusion
The use of discretization algorithms is vital to the investigation of the impact of data cleansing on knowledge
discovery from personal information in the domain
of health records. The current best solution to discover
knowledge in the data cleansing stage is the LFD, but it still
has limitations. The purpose of this research is to develop
an updated version of the LFD algorithm called the ELFD
to discover knowledge from health datasets during the
data cleansing stage. The limitation of the LFD lies in the
process of calculating the correlation ratio. This process
causes that some small absolute values of the correlation
ratio between a numerical attribute and each categorical attribute are calculated into the average correlation
ratio. Such categorical attributes have less relationship
with the numerical attribute. Based on this limitation, the
ELFD is to add the additional step to enhance the cor-
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relation ratio values which is proportional to the data
accuracy. The additional step is to choose the top 75%
categorical attributes for which the correlation ratio values are largest and then calculate the correlation ratio
between the numerical attribute and these categorical
attributes.
In this study, 10 sample datasets have been applied
to evaluate the performance of the ELFD and the LFD.
Based on the results of the experiment, the discretized
data accuracy of the ELFD is greater than accuracy
produced by the LFD. The ELFD enhances the average
classification accuracy by 9%, compared with the LFD.
The number of records, number of numerical attributes, and number of categorical attributes and whether
the dataset has missing value or not are the dataset features which impact the knowledge discovery in the
data cleansing stage. Considering the manual recording
error, the time consumption of the ELFD is similar to
that of the LFD. However, the ELFD has some limitations. One is that consumption is high when the dataset
has an enormous number of records, and high numbers of distinct values in each numerical attribute, or
an enormous number of categorical attributes. Another
limitation is that the dataset has at least one categorical
attribute.
For future research, we plan to reduce the time
required for the processing of large datasets. In addition,
we plan to discretize datasets without categorical attributes. We also need to add time recording algorithms to
account for the processing time more accurately.
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